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Staffing Native Administration in the
Mandated Territory of Samoa

Our Islands have not more than six positions offering the combination of experience and
emoluments which makes them comparable with those for which the Colonial Services
Selection C o m m i t t e e s seek recruits. The system of p r o m o t i o n in force, and the
qualifications required, in which a general knowledge of New Zealand departmental
practice is prominent, open these positions not so much to cadet trainees as to staff who
have already entered New Zealand Government service in the usual way. (C.G.R. McKay,
Secretary, Department of Island Territories, 1945)'

THE MANNER in which New Zealand selected and appointed officials for its
Pacific dependencies and particularly for the mandated territory of Western
Samoa has been criticized by observers, who have generally regarded this aspect
of administration as the weak link in the chain of governance. Historians of
Western Samoa have condemned them in particular for their rapid turnover and
their allegedly racist attitudes.2 In particular, the occurrence of the Mau rebellion
is often associated with the perception of incompetence and maladministration,
which reflects a criticism of staff appointments generally. Such criticisms were
made by expert witnesses at the time, and became part of the dialogue in favour
of reform over a period of nearly 20 years. These criticisms focused particularly
on the anthropological naivety of staff specifically concerned with native affairs.3
In appointing colonial administrative staff, New Zealand faced a difficulty
that was far from unique. One of the persistent dilemmas facing governments
responsible for overseas colonies was the question of colonial uniqueness versus
imperial homogeneity. Where the French inclined to the latter position, the British
inclined to the former. The strength of the British habit was that it allowed
policy to evolve in response to differing local circumstances, but it had the
disadvantage that lessons learned in one territory did not benefit another.
Similarly, when New Zealand found itself responsible for the administration of
German Samoa in 1914, it saw itself following the British tradition of colonial
administration, but without the benefit of knowledge of British precedents or
experience. More particularly, it did not have the benefit of being able to draw
experienced staff from other colonies to assist in setting up the new regime.
Notwithstanding New Zealand's longstanding claim to be well placed to govern
Pacific Islanders on the grounds of long and successful experience of governing
Maori, New Zealand did not have a pool of specialized colonial officers who
could be transferred to Samoa. Nor had its 13-year administration of the Cook
Islands prompted it to recruit specialists in colonial government per se. All of
the difficulties in recruiting suitable staff for Samoa had to be tackled and solved
by New Zealand from first principles, and without even the benefit of
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collaboration with the adjacent British regime in Fiji and the Western Pacific
High Commission territories, or of Australia which was groping towards its
own solutions to the same problem with respect to New Guinea.
However, to understand the morality and practice of colonialism it is important
to know how the colonial power regarded its agents, how they were recruited,
and how they were trained. From the late nineteenth century, the French, the
Belgians, the Dutch and the Germans had their colonial schools to train colonial
administrators, and even Portugal put such men through a university course of
three years. The British did not. Outside the Indian Empire, British practice in
staff recruitment was ad hoc, initially hiring men from those locally available,
and through the patronage of senior officials. After the Colonial Office reforms
of the 1890s, more careful selection was made at the Colonial Office itself
before posting abroad. The mode of selection was by interview rather than exam,
because the attributes required were personal qualities more than academic.4
The importance of field staff has not been given much attention in the
historiography to date. It is generally overlooked that the requirements for staff
for dependencies differed according to their roles. There was a fundamental
division between administration staff and technical staff, and the distinction is
important because of the contrasting relationship that each group had with the
local people. Technical staff were always the most numerous, including those
who ran the general government services: post office, customs, public works,
lands and survey, treasury, health, education and even the secretariat. All of
these staff 'administered' in their specialized roles of clerk, engineer,
entomologist, agronomist, accountant, surveyor and so on, but their primary
role was a technical one which was transferable from one social, cultural or
political context to another. Among the technical staff, the deficiencies commonly
noted, such as ignorance of the local culture and language, racist attitudes and
short tenure of office, were of lesser significance since they were largely doing
jobs which, although involving contact with local people, did not depend on
relationships with them, and could be done by most suitably qualified people.
Those whose specialty was dealing with the management of the population
formed the Department of Native Affairs, as it was called in most colonies.
They were the mediators between the policy-makers and the colonized people;
they were the 'front line' staff, and their job titles, such as patrol officer, district
officer, district commissioner, or resident magistrate, indicate their placement
among and over the subject population. In evaluating the colonized people's
experience of colonialism, it is necessary to give close attention to the field
staff and not exclude them from studies of policy, or of labour recruitment,
criminal punishment or pacification. Native Affairs staff were no doubt
heterogeneous, and although not generally well regarded, have not been much
studied. Their jobs, from the director of the department to the most junior district
officer, brought them into close and daily contact with the people on the latter's
own ground and in their everyday life, not in a restricted role as pupil, patient,
offender, or employee. Therefore, knowledge of things that affected 'natives as
natives' was of prime importance.
There was a growing sense during the second decade of the twentieth century
that officials appointed for field duties should have some sort of training other
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than on-the-job socialization and, as the prestige of anthropology became
established, that this subject should be the core of training. Anthropology was
perceived as 'the science of native thought', and if colonialism was the practice
of managing people and fostering community development, then colonialism
was (or in the minds of its advocates, should be) 'applied anthropology'.
Australia, pushed by j.H.P Murray (Lieutenant-Governor of Papua, 1907-1940)
and locally academic lobbyists and Britain, took this argument seriously earlier
than other colonial authorities. From 1926 onwards recruits for New Guinea
underwent a training programme, which included the study of anthropology
and colonial administration, at the University of Sydney. The simultaneous
development in Britain of sending recruits to courses at the universities of
London, Oxford and Cambridge fell short of training in the Australian sense in
that the courses were simply lectures on colonial subjects.5
Meanwhile, New Zealand was only dimly aware of these developments and
sought solutions of its own in which anthropology was merely marginal. The
marginality of anthropology is not only atypical of the era; it denoted a virtual
divorce between New Zealand public affairs and the New Zealand pioneers of
anthropology — Peter Buck, Reo Fortune, Raymond Firth, Felix Keesing, and
in the next generation Derek Freeman and C.S. Belshaw — who all went abroad
to pursue their careers. The absence of a strong anthropological lobby in New
Zealand also brings into focus the administrative context and pragmatic traditions
of New Zealand's colonial administrations.
In most colonies the demand for Native Affairs staff could never be satisfied,
because the frontier was constantly expanding, and as traditional cultures
changed under the influence of contact with agents of government, commerce
and missions, the need for administrative field staff inevitably grew. The evergrowing demand prompted a need for pre-service training, but its urgency also
compromised the training. Recruitment and training issues were similarly raised
in New Zealand with reference to Samoa but could be less satisfactorily solved,
ironically because the demand was insufficient. The smallness of the demand
was mainly due to the small scale of the New Zealand operation, but the tradition
of government inherited from the German period was also influential. In German
times, native administration had been left almost entirely in Samoan hands.
There was a district commissioner for each of the two main islands of Upolu
and Savai'i, but apparently no subordinate staff. At the village level, Samoans
were governed and regulated by Samoan chiefs who enforced law and order in
a largely traditional way. The district commissioner had an overall supervisory
role and was the medium of communication between the foreign government
and the Samoan chiefs, but had no coercive power. The parsimony of the Samoan
regime contrasts significantly with the elaborate administrative structure in
German New Guinea, with its hierarchy of patrol officers ('kiaps') and district
commissioners, that was carried on by the subsequent Australian regime, and
was parallel to the hierarchy in Papua.
Thus, when New Zealand occupied German Samoa in 1914 and had to replace
the German officials, who refused to serve, the initial staffing need was almost
entirely in the technical areas. Colonel Robert Logan, the military governor,
was able to fill these positions from the former civilians among his own troops
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who had occupied similar positions in New Zealand. Such men were discharged
from the army and re-appointed as civilians. By January 1915 the staff of the
administration numbered 22, and none of them were directly engaged in native
administration.6 These men became the nucleus of the public service of New
Zealand Samoa.
That special qualifications were required for native affairs per se was
recognized in the appointment of Native Judge. Realizing the necessity of
appointing a man with good local knowledge, Logan picked an English resident,
Thomas Trood, who had lived in Samoa more than 40 years as a trader and had
been for a time British vice-consul. His knowledge of the Samoan language
and people was intimate. To make up for Trood's ignorance of law, Logan
appointed an army officer who was a solicitor in civilian life. Captain Tottenham,
as assistant judge. 7 In his handling of affairs pertaining to the Samoan people
generally, Logan drew on the advice of a number of well-qualified people, several
of whom he recommended later for appointment to an advisory council, if such
were to be established. These included Richard Williams, a British subject who
had been resident commissioner for Savai'i under the Germans, and O.F. Nelson,
a prominent merchant of mixed Samoan and Swedish ancestry.8 There were
also long-serving English missionaries who had detailed knowledge of Samoan.
Logan, moreover, reposed faith in the council of chiefs, the Fono a Faipule,
which he had inherited from the German regime, and on whose advice he
frequently acted, as for example, in making gambling illegal in 1917.''
Logan's final report stressed what had been apparent throughout his
administration: that successful government of Samoa would have to be based
on due consideration of Samoan interests and sentiments. In particular, he
stressed the need for European staff, from the administrator downwards, to be
men of good character and strong Christian principles, not least because of the
overt Christian influence on Samoan identity. The Native Department in
particular should be staffed by men of good character combined with thorough
knowledge of Samoan character and customs, and preferably by officials from
New Zealand with a good background knowledge of Maori society.10 This
emphasis on personality was consistent with the contemporary British and
Australian approach, and in emphasizing cultural knowledge Logan was stating
what was both obvious and widely accepted.
The objective in both general policy and staffing, as recommended by Logan,
remained the pole star of New Zealand administration throughout the League
of Nations period, but finding the right men to appoint was another matter, and
one for which a perfect solution was never found. Indeed, it became more
pressing with the passage of time. Whereas Logan's administration had been
essentially a holding operation, in which he had neither the authority, the staff
nor instructions to pursue an active native policy, when it became apparent that
New Zealand would retain Samoa after the war, expectations changed, plans
could be laid, and the staffing question was one of the earliest to be raised."
Throughout 1919 and 1920 there was repeated reference in the administrator's
correspondence to the staffing needs, revealing a sustained anxiety to recruit
capable, responsible staff who had had prior Polynesian experience. Generally,
this meant experience in and of 'Native Affairs' in New Zealand, but it also
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included the hope of recruiting staff from the Cook Islands service. It is indicative
of the expectation that there were few such men to be found that positions were
not publicly advertised; inquiries for someone 'suitable' were made informally
around government departments.12
Casual as this approach might seem in retrospect, the role of the Native
Department was still fairly limited at this time. There were no patrol officers or
district officers as in Papua, New Guinea, and the Solomon Islands, and unlike
these territories also, the Department of Native Affairs was not responsible for
introducing or mediating the introduction of Western culture to the indigenous
people. In Samoa, that process was already well advanced after almost a century
of mission and commercial penetration. The bulk of the work of Native Affairs
was in producing a regular monthly newspaper, O le Savali, which also served
to inform Samoans on official matters, and conducting the Lands and Titles
Court, the work of which became increasingly complicated and onerous as the
years advanced. General liaison work, including convening meetings of the
Fono a Faipule, and the hiring of Samoans for minor official duties were also
the responsibility of the Native Affairs Department. In none of this work were
any specialized qualifications required beyond a sound general education, except
the ability to speak and write Samoan. Throughout the period of the New Zealand
administration, Native Affairs staff were required to learn Samoan, which
implicitly embraced at least an elementary knowledge of Samoan manners and
mores. For this reason also, the director of Native Affairs was recruited locally,
a policy that was breached only once, in 1931.
Logan's successor, Colonel Robert Tate, made the first practical suggestion
to deal with the staff shortage. He was not concerned exclusively with Native
Affairs, but with staffing generally, faced with the fact that employment in
government service in Samoa was unattractive. The climate was severe, the
service was so small that there were virtually no promotion prospects, and there
were no retirement benefits. Consequently, it was already apparent that staff
turnover would be high, which, as Tate observed, was expensive. The stratagem
that he proposed was one that would recur often during the following decades:
the establishment of a special branch of the New Zealand public service — a
foreign service branch — whereby staff could be supplied for all of New
Zealand's Pacific dependencies, alternating appointments between the islands
and New Zealand so that they had some relief from climatic rigours, and might
share in the opportunities for promotion, seniority and retirement benefits that
came with belonging to a larger service.13
Nothing came of Tate's proposal, perhaps because of the government's
unwillingness to take any substantive decisions before the Order in Council
establishing New Zealand's authority should be issued.14 This formality was
delayed until 1921, but still Tate's proposal came to nothing. Instead,
arrangements were made for the secondment of men from the New Zealand
public service to Samoa for two-year terms. In May 1921, Tate returned to the
issue, suggesting that the Samoan public service be entirely detached from the
New Zealand service, and officers be recruited from abroad, possibly from the
British colonial service. The response from Wellington evinced less concern
for practicality than prestige: the proposal was condemned as both expensive
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and 'a lamentable and unwarranted confession of inability on New Zealand's
part to carry out the task entrusted to it'.15 The Governor-General, after a visit to
Samoa in 1919, had made a similar recommendation: that is, that the staffing
problem, especially in Native Affairs, might be solved by a federal colonial
system in which Samoa was joined to the British High Commission territories,
which besides offering economies of scale, would give Samoa access to British
expertise in colonial government.16
The problem was not solved in Tate's time, and was taken up with
characteristic vigour by his successor, Major General George Richardson, in
1923. Richardson drew attention to the high turnover of staff among senior
officials (who were employees of the Samoan government, not the New Zealand)
and its disadvantages in terms of inefficiency, high cost, and public criticism.
The core of the problem was insecurity and the loss of career advantages that
might be enjoyed in New Zealand.17 A year later, he urged as Tate had done, the
formation of a permanent service for New Zealand's external possessions:
permanent officials could be expected to develop specific expertise by studying
the people whom they were to serve. A high standard could be expected in
making appointments which should be initially for 6 or 12 months, with
permanence on the recommendation of the administrator, and superannuation
benefits beginning from then.18 In Wellington, the head of the Department of
External Affairs, J.D. Gray, immediately saw difficulties, beginning with tracing
the proposal to the feeling that men seconded from the New Zealand public
service suffered loss of opportunities. Yet this system, he argued, was giving
good results. The main drawback was the preference that seconded officials
had for returning to New Zealand after only a short term. Gray distinguished
these seconded officials from the senior members of the Samoan public service,
who were recruited from outside the New Zealand public service, as employees
of the Samoan administration. Gray denied both that these senior men were
'temporary' employees, and that a distinct, 'permanent' public service for the
island territories would help them. Nor would it make the climate less severe.
Moreover, because of age and their high salaries, senior officials locally
employed could not readily be absorbed into the New Zealand public service.
Gray disposed of all Richardson's arguments by denying them, drawing parallels
with the governments of Fiji and Tonga.19 All staffing problems would disappear,
he asserted, if Samoan positions were filled by well-qualified New Zealand
public servants and if they would stay in Samoa for reasonably long terms. This
was precisely the problem of which Richardson had complained and which his
suggestion had addressed. Gray looked forward piously but impracticably to
the day when the success of New Zealand's educational policies for Samoa
would 'allow us to recruit the staff for all except the most important
administrative positions from the native and half-caste inhabitants of the
Territory'.20 The Public Service Commissioner, and the minister, acting on his
advice, both agreed with Gray, and that remained the practice for the balance of
New Zealand's administration of Western Samoa, which was to endure for
another 40 years.
The problem of staffing Native Affairs had been subsumed in the problem of
staffing generally. That problem hinged on whether staff in Samoa should be
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members of the New Zealand public service. If they were, they would be entitled
to superannuation and leave benefits, and to transfer to New Zealand. For this
to be the case they had to be appointed in New Zealand by the New Zealand
Public Service Commissioner, and meet New Zealand criteria for public service
employment. Since there were men working for the Samoan public service who
were not New Zealand public servants, and because the administrator needed
some latitude to make appointments of local people, European and Samoan, to
the local public service, the demarcation issue had to be sorted out. With
successive administrators pressing for a unified service to enlarge the field for
selection of appointees and to attract more suitable candidates, and the Secretary
of External Affairs and the Public Service Commissioner in Wellington having
to think of wider staffing issues, including equity and overall public service
quality, the problem was intractable.
Gray's squashing of Richardson's proposal for general staff was not, however,
the end of the matter for recruitment of Native Affairs staff. In this connection,
the idea of an integrated Island Service won more sympathetic attention. In
1924, the Secretary to the Samoan Administration proposed to the Minister of
External Affairs a joint service allowing transferability between New Zealand's
three overseas territories, Niue, the Cook Islands, and Western Samoa and the
Department of External Affairs in Wellington. The stated advantage, as before,
was to build up expertise by offering scope for promotion and induce people to
accept longer terms of service in the islands.21 While expressed in terms of
benefits for the employee, the thinking behind it was to secure better quality
staff and better service than prevailed hitherto. The following year, a formal
proposal went to Cabinet proposing an Island Service, to be built from the bottom
up. Administrative cadets would be appointed from New Zealand to be trained
in the Native Department in Samoa in both office and field work, before
appointment to responsible positions. In a few years, it was lipped, this would
produce a thoroughly efficient native administrative service composed of staff
who could be used interchangeably across the three territories. The proposal
was approved in December 1925 and implementation was discussed between
Richardson as administrator and Gray as secretary at the end of January 1926.22
Although falling short of providing for a fully integrated service for the island
territories, the decision nevertheless was not out of step with contemporary
developments either in Britain or Australia. The breakthrough came with the
proposal to recruit cadets for native administration and the recognition that it
needed specialized staff. Subsequently, agreement that such staff should be
recruited in New Zealand with commensurate conditions of appointment, not
from local Samoan-Europeans, was easily achieved. Richardson can probably
be given the credit for the breakthrough.23
The new structure, however, was never put into effect. Perhaps the distraction
of the Mau, which began later in 1926, deterred action at precisely the time
when experience and expertise were needed more than novice appointments.
Unfortunately for New Zealand's reputation, these same events attracted scrutiny
and comment from, among others, members of the League of Nations Union of
New Zealand. At its 1928 conference, the Union called on the government to
implement a system of pre-service training for administrative officers. The matter
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was referred to the minister but any further consideration was cut off by the
submission in January 1929 of the infamous, so-called 'VPB' Report with its
stifling effect on innovation. The report on the Samoan public service, by P.
Verschaffelt, C.A. Berendsen and A.D Park, was a devastating if ill-considered
and irresponsible critique of the administration.24 The authors were subsequently
attacked in Parliament over 'their failure to understand the peculiar circumstances
of colonial administration'.25 The report's comments on staffing promised to
undo all that the administrator of Western Samoa and the resident commissioner
of the Cook Islands had tried to do in the previous few years.26 Criticizing the
absence of a regular recruitment system, the report advocated in strong terms
the reliance for most positions on short-term secondments from the New Zealand
public service, and attacked the process of localization for junior positions.
These recommendations were more likely to exacerbate both political and
administrative problems in Samoa than ease them, since the use of short-term,
seconded expatriates, and the allegedly slow progress on localization were among
the grievances of the Mau, which by this time was rendering administration
problematic.27
In the wake of the VPB Report, Richardson's successor as administrator,
S.S. Allen, submitted staffing proposals at the end of 1929, which directly
contradicted it. Allen's submission began with the top position, Secretary of
Native Affairs. After the end of the military administration, the position was
filled by two long-serving missionaries in succession, both fluent in Samoan.
Stressing the need for just such appointees, Allen argued that the best way to
have such men available was to recruit potential senior men as juniors, and
have them grow into the job, accumulating appropriate experience and
knowledge along the way. A young man who served for perhaps three years in
each position on the way up the ladder, might then serve perhaps three years as
Secretary, and then, at the age of about 40, would be ready to leave Samoa still
young enough to be absorbed into the New Zealand public service, making way
for his successor. This was the kind of career pattern behind the proposals in the
early 1920s for a foreign service branch, and of the cadet scheme of 1925-6,
which had become a dead letter. Allen's proposal thus had implications for
recruitment and training as well as career trajectory. Indeed, none of these things
could be treated in isolation.
The minister, J.G. Cobbe, agreed with Allen, and suggested that a search be
made within the New Zealand public service for two university graduates who
might be sent to Samoa on trial and then, after a suitable orientation period, be
brought back to New Zealand for special training, to include anthropology and
'kindred subjects'. Cobbe consciously drew on the cadet training scheme which
had been implemented in Australia for its mandated territory of New Guinea,
and he echoed the principle repeated often in Australian and British debates on
selection and training that 'obviously the most important qualification for the
Native Department is personality'.28
Within a few months, Allen tried to give effect to these discussions when he
asked for a new accounts clerk for the Native Department, and not a merely
technically expert clerk, but a young man 'of superior type' to serve a short
period before returning to New Zealand for technical and cultural training, to
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be followed by appointment to Samoa 'not for a limited period of years, but
with a view to becoming fan] executive officer'. A clerk was chosen from the
Public Works Department. Allen looked him over and sent him back home by
the next boat as 'quite unsuitable'.29
Allen solved the immediate problem by shuffling staff presently on hand,
but then the long-term staffing goals were again overshadowed by the growing
urgency of the need to replace the Secretary of Native Affairs, a problem which
gave point to Allen's recommendations on staffing generally. Allen did not
consider any of the present staff ready or suitable to succeed the present
incumbent, who had indicated his wish to retire, so he recommended a shortterm promotion and the simultaneous selection of a new Secretary to take over
from the short-term appointee after a period as understudy. 30 Allen's
recommendations were challenged by both Verschaffelt and Berendsen for
different reasons, leading to a long delay and an appeal by Allen to the Prime
Minister, who was in London at the time.31 The result was no more satisfactory.32
The impending vacancy became known widely although it was not advertised.
Two previous Native Affairs officers from Samoa applied, with references from
previous administrators. Men with experience from British colonies applied,
including a distinguished district commissioner from Fiji. All were declined,
and the position went to an officer from the Lands and Deeds Department in
Christchurch, W. McBride.33 This appointment was not a success. After about a
year in office he returned to New Zealand on extended sick leave, and towards
the end of 1933 was replaced by C.G.R. McKay, a fluent speaker of Samoan
who enjoyed good relations with Samoans of all ranks, and had been working
for the administration since 1919. McKay retained the position until October
1943 when he was appointed Secretary of the Department of Island Territories
in Wellington. His career thus traced the trajectory recommended by Allen in
1929, except that he had had no initial, pre-service training, and gave much
longer service as Secretary of Native Affairs in Samoa than Allen had envisaged.
Fortunate as McKay's appointment was, the intervening unsatisfactory
appointment not only caused loss of momentum on the overall problem of
recruitment and training, it demonstrated the dangers of there being neither
depth of talent nor a systematic approach to cultivating it.
It may be inferred that the hostility or incomprehension of Verschaffelt and
Berendsen was the reason for nothing constructive having been done concerning
junior officials who might make a career of native administration. There were,
however, serious practical difficulties. These were highlighted by the
impracticality of the suggestions of self-appointed lobby groups. The unsolicited
and imprecise recommendation of the League of Nations Union to the Prime
Minister in 1928 had come to nothing, but in 1930 the Wellington branch of the
Institute of Pacific Relations established a committee to look into the question
of training New Zealanders for native administration. The committee made
inquiries about the practices of other colonial powers, and recommended, without
hesitation, that staff should be prepared by study of Polynesian languages,
Polynesian ethnology and anthropology, general anthropology, and 'other
relevant subjects'.34 Some thought was given to implementation: could a school
be established to provide a course of three years' duration? Alternatively, would
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a one-year intensive course after passing a qualifying examination suffice? Could
a specialized native civil service be established to supply all departments —
judicial, medical, education, and police — for all the subject peoples — Maori,
Cook Islander, and Samoan? Could collaboration with Britain in Fiji, and
Australia in New Guinea, be arranged with a common training school and wider
career options? The questions were sensible ones for a large colonial undertaking,
but there was both arrogance and ignorance betrayed in the writer's finally
asking the minister to supply him with a table showing, for all island groups
and departments, the numbers employed, their salaries and duties, special
qualifications, and the likely number of vacancies per year. Moreover, the
information was requested within three weeks, by which date it was expected
that the Minister for Native Affairs, Sir Apirana Ngata, would make himself
available for a meeting. Ngata referred the letter to his colleague, the Minister
for External Affairs, who in turn referred it to his Secretary, who passed it on to
the administrator in Samoa. None of them saw fit either to dismiss the proposals
or to adopt them. None of them thought the suggestions had much merit: the
problem of scale or lack of critical mass alone was sufficient to condemn them.
Indeed, there was little in this that was new. The essence of the ideas duplicated
suggestions made over the years by Tate and Richardson, and, most recently,
Allen.
By this time, late in 1930, Allen was about to leave office, and had already
made his views known: he wanted educated men of character who might receive
specialized training after an orientation and probationary period in Samoa.
Allen's ideas were thought so little of that the one man who had been sent to
him after a request along these lines, was rejected by him as unsuitable. And
then an inexperienced, untrained and apparently unqualified Secretary of Native
Affairs (McBride) was sent in defiance of Allen's prescription, to assume office
during the novitiate of the next administrator. Brigadier Herbert Hart. The
Institute of Pacific Relations' proposal, or something related to it, evidently
came to Hart during 1931, for he wrote in September that he concurred with the
need for special training, that there should be a definite scheme and not an ad
hoc substitute. He wanted more experience himself, however, before he would
commit himself to a proposal.
In January 1932 Hart took up where Allen had left off: the focus was on
being able to appoint an experienced, knowledgeable, Samoan-speaking
Secretary of Native Affairs. To achieve this end, it was necessary to appoint as
junior clerks only men who were willing to learn the language. There should be
a salary bonus payable on passing language exams.35 That requirement should
be met within three years, after which the appointee should return to New
Zealand, not for training, but on a tour of duty and to be available thereafter for
reappointment to Samoa as might be required. This was clearly a less rigorous
and probably less useful plan than Allen had proposed, but Hart took steps
immediately to implement it rather than leaving it to Wellington public servants
to decide on. He immediately encouraged his staff to learn Samoan and sent
two men, F.J. Grattan and T.H. Millar, back to New Zealand to be placed either
in the Native Affairs Department or External Affairs.16 Forbes, the minister to
whom Hart had addressed his proposal, approved, and instructed the Public
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Service Commissioner accordingly.37 Hart seemed to have cut the Gordian knot,
and both men returned to New Zealand on his terms.
The idea of training in New Zealand, however, immediately resurfaced. The
two men themselves suggested service in Fiji rather than in New Zealand, a
proposal which Berendsen declared without merit. He thought that the most
appropriate place for them was the Native Affairs Department in New Zealand,
although acknowledging that that had no relevance to the Samoan situation. He
concluded, 'In my own view the important matter is Cultural Training', which
in context seemed to imply formal academic study. However, when someone
proposed that these men should attend university courses in anthropology while
in New Zealand, Berendsen responded that it was impractical because the
intended period in New Zealand did not match the academic year.38 Nevertheless,
the idea that anthropology was an appropriate academic background for colonial
administration seems to have been gradually seeping in to the minds of those in
authority.
As events turned out, it was decided as early as December that Millar would
not return to Samoa after all, but that Grattan would, for the reason that because
he was considered unsuitable for a future senior appointment, he should not
proceed with cultural training. The search therefore began for a young man
who might be appointed on terms that would fill Hart's plan. As before, there
was no public advertisement, but the study of anthropology was now linked to
the appointment. A Rhodes Scholar still at Oxford University, RC. Minns, was
approached and was asked to nominate his own salary, but he declined.39 A
young man in the Customs Department 'appeared a suitable type', and was
offered the opportunity of employment alternating with study at Otago University
College towards an MA degree in anthropology, but he declined also. At last, in
May 1933, H.G.R. McAlpine accepted the appointment, and proceeded to
Samoa.
Hart now moved on the language question. The first examinations in Samoan
language were sat in May 1933, and were held regularly over the next few
years, salary bonuses being paid to successful candidates, some of whom returned
to New Zealand shortly afterwards, and others staying in Samoa. McAlpine
duly passed his exams within two years and returned to New Zealand for further
experience in 1935.40 A search was then begun for another cadet.41
By this time, the resistance of the public service mandarins to training had
been provisionally overcome. A press report, showing all the signs of a public
relations release, advised the New Zealand public that the Department of External
Affairs was considering a graduate training scheme similar to that of the British
colonial service. In effect, it was Allen's plan: graduate recruitment, probationary
period in Samoa, followed by further training at a New Zealand university.
Berendsen, the head of the department, now seemed to be taking some credit
for the scheme, which he still described as experimental, announcing that he
had hopes that Canterbury University College would establish a School of Pacific
Ocean Studies under the bequest of the late John Macmillan Brown. In the
meantime, probationers would be expected to study anthropology at Otago
University College, along with allied disciplines in the history and cultures of
the Polynesians, and if possible, native languages. Berendsen was further
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reported as saying that 'New Zealand, in her administration of Western Samoa,
the Cook Islands and Niue, had good opportunities to develop a skilled and
sympathetic "colonial service" but its development would probably be slow,
mainly because of limited financial resources.'42 Some reluctance may be read
into Berendsen's reported remarks. He had discouraged every effort to
professionalize native administration for several years.
The cadetship was advertised publicly and was well contested. The
appointment went to Roger Duff. To judge by the testimonial from H.D. Skinner
of Otago University, in which he described Duff as 'the best student in
anthropology I have ever had', anthropology appears to have suddenly been
accepted as the hallmark of the administrator of the future. Anthropology's reign
was brief: Duff arrived in Samoa early in 1936, served his two-year probationary
term, then resigned in favour of a position at the Canterbury Museum in
Christchurch, where he spent the rest of his working life, becoming a
distinguished archaeologist and museum administrator. Not long before Duff
resigned, so did McAlpine, the first graduate cadet. After four years of training
for native work in Samoa, and a further year in New Zealand, he took up an
appointment with the British colonial service.41 The inescapable fact was that
the New Zealand territories offered too little scope for men of ambition and
ability. Specialized training could not be cost-effective.
Berendsen's scepticism of academic training was thus vindicated, if not in
its intrinsic quality, at least in its failure to capture suitable men. His scepticism
had revealed itself earlier: there was the rejection of Angus Ross's approach in
1934,44 and in 1935 he brushed aside an approach from W.S.J. Dale, who offered
his services as an anthropologist and specialist in race relations where he thought
his expertise was most needed — in Samoa. Dale was an MA (NZ), MA (Yale),
and at the time of his first approach was completing his PhD dissertation for
Yale University under the direction of the distinguished scholars Edward Sapir
and Peter Buck (Te Rangi Hiroa). Dale tried repeatedly in 1936, applying even
to the Minister for External Affairs and Prime Minister M.J. Savage, each time
to be put off with non-committal assurances that his letters would be kept 'for
reference when matters of this nature are again under consideration by the
Government'.45 Perhaps economy was as much to blame as scepticism of formal
education.
The initial scepticism of anthropology, and its later luke-warm endorsement,
as evidenced by these events, contrasted with British and Australian training
policy at the time, but if New Zealand appeared backward, the others were
perhaps oversanguine. In the mid-1920s neither the structuralism of A.R.
Radcliffe-Brown, nor the functionalism of Bronislaw Malinowski had been fully
expounded, and neither theory in itself had much to contribute to colonial
administration. Functionalism, which became dominant in the 1930s, taught a
conservative, non-interference in traditional customs, which was neither
consistent with the duty of development (as seen by colonial powers at the
time), nor with later observations about the adaptability of subject populations
and their cultures. In any case, contemporary functionalism and structuralism
were alike consistent with the New Zealand approach of governing the Samoans
through their own institutions, and leaving them under the authority of their
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own chiefs. Thus, notwithstanding the arguments put forward by Felix Keesing
in the 1934, and Firth in 1951, the origins of Samoan discontent lay not with
administrative mismanagement uninformed by theories which were at the time
incapable of unravelling the problem, but in the contest of wills and quest for
power by the leading personalities of the time and place.46
Moreover, academic anthropology, as it was provided in the University of
New Zealand by H.D. Skinner at Otago, had not caught up even with these
theories, both of which are open to criticism in their failure to appreciate the
dynamic nature of primitive society. Skinner's anthropology was quaintly
nineteenth-century in its ethnographic emphasis and historical concerns, and
was scarcely modern, even in the archaeological dimension where Skinner made
his reputation. Thus, although Skinner had himself in 1918 advocated the offering
of ethnology in the University of New Zealand, on the grounds that it would be
useful to civil servants administering 'native' peoples, he seems to have had no
interest or capacity in addressing the problems of colonial administration
himself.47 In this respect he was profoundly different from Radcliffe-Brown at
the University of Sydney. Thus, unless the New Zealand government had been
prepared to invest heavily in a novel and specialized branch of anthropology,
sending cadets to Otago was pointless. The tentative interest shown by Berendsen
and others indicates an awareness of the logic of the argument that knowledge
of the governed is a necessary prerequisite to their successful management, but
their scepticism as to the practicalities of university-based training was realistic.
It might nevertheless be proposed that Berendsen might have sent cadets for
Samoa to Sydney for training, as the Australian government, with a view to
cost-sharing, had hoped. The suggestion is in conflict with the habitual parsimony
of the New Zealand public service at the time, but in any case, by the time
Radcliffe-Brown's courses had proven themselves, his department at Sydney
University was in danger of disestablishment because of the threatened
withdrawal of government funding occasioned by the onset of the Depression.
By the late 1930s the length and content of the courses were being continually
adjusted to accommodate the urgent recruitment needs of the territory of New
Guinea. This erratic procedure would have made it difficult to co-ordinate with
the small demand that New Zealand participation would have provided.48
By 1938, the European staff of the Native Affairs Department was at its
lowest since 1912.49 Whether this was because of the passing of the Mau crisis,
or because of the failure of graduate recruitment is not apparent, but there is no
further reference to cadet schemes, graduate recruitment or academic training.
The experiment had been costly and unproductive, and before long the wartime
manpower drain probably precluded any further thought or development along
those lines. The former practice was quietly resumed of selecting promising
young men in the New Zealand public service for transfer to Samoa. By the end
of the war, the staffing situation for Native Affairs was again cause for concern,
partly because of pressure of work on the few officers employed, and partly
because of the revival of Samoan political activity. In the succeeding decade
there were three parallel approaches to a possible solution to the combined
problem of staff shortage and staff training. None of them had any practical
result.
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The first emerged from administrative necessities in Samoa and in effect
recapitulated the past. It began when the administrator, A.C. Turnbull, addressed
the matter in a long despatch in August 1944, responding to a Samoan petition
about political status. He concluded that the present method of staffing the
administration was unsatisfactory, and recommended that it be reviewed.50 If
Turnbull meant by this to revive suggestions of the separation of training from
service in Samoa, nothing came of it. However, exploiting the rediscovery of
concern over staffing, the Secretary of Native Affairs51 pursued the point in a
memo of his own of October 1944. He urged the recruitment of additional staff.
Its current establishment was two 'trained' Europeans, and one trainee who,
because of the pressure on his superiors, could not be given any training. The
department was seriously behind in its work: staff were working after hours,
leave remained untaken, and the Land and Titles Court ('the focal point of
Native Administration in this country') had not sat all year. Grattan asked that
the establishment be increased by three and that a separate office be established
to take responsibility for Tokelau (a separate territory 500 kilometres to the
north). Implicit in this memo was the preferred continuation of the old practice
of on-the-job training.52
As a result of this appeal, approval was given for one additional appointment,
but action was delayed because of concern at Samoan resentment over European
appointments. Before long, another experienced man resigned, and the overload
was exacerbated by growing Samoan political restlessness.53 The matter was still
not settled when Grattan was obliged to take sick leave, and although the question
was looked into at a higher level, no original or imaginative solution was offered
other than recommending additional allowances and guarantees of continuity of
service with the New Zealand public service for staff recruited from there.54 The
situation was left essentially where it had been in the early 1920s, and there is no
evidence of further consideration being given to staff training until 1952 when the
academic consultant to the Samoan administration, J.W. Davidson, alluded to the
possibility of academic training for colonial service only to dismiss it in favour of
on-the-job training of men who were selected mainly for their temperament and
character.55 No further suggestions along these lines were made until 1957 when
an official observed in a memo urging more and better training that 'Over the past
few years it was felt that some form of specialised training should be instituted to
assist officers who were going to the Territories for the first time.' A one-week
orientation course was instituted in 1957, but the author argued for 'more
comprehensive training for both islanders and New Zealanders who are making a
career in the islands administrative service'. Nothing came of this suggestion,
probably for the reason that the author noted: 'the major problems relate to expense
and the restricted size and diverse nature of the territories concerned'.56 The
fundamental problem was the ineradicable one that the size of the island service
was too small to support either professional training or promises of a career path
appropriate to a specialized training programme. In a related instance of history
repeating itself, McKay tried to organize a specialized and distinct island service
for all the island territories, and some staff erroneously formed the impression that
they actually belonged to such a service. The old difficulties of scale and employment
conditions were insuperable.57
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The second line of approach was a relationship with the British colonial
service. This recapitulated a suggestion made by Tate in 1921 that Gray had
dismissed. It was well known that New Zealanders were having successful
careers in colonial administration with the British colonial service: McAlpine
was only one of several who were recruited each year before the war. Towards
the end of the war, the British government resumed actively recruiting New
Zealanders.™ The first official reaction seemed to be to ensure that New Zealand
servicemen should have a fair opportunity of applying. Only as an afterthought
was the implication realized that British recruitment would make it harder for
New Zealand to find suitable staff for its own colonial responsibilities, a problem
likely to be exacerbated in any case by the impending formation of the proposed
South Seas Commission.59 However, as McKay observed. New Zealand offered
too few opportunities, and perhaps mindful of the failure of the cadetship
experiment ten years before, expressed an opinion that the existing internal
recruiting method should be retained.60 McKay thus endorsed the British
recruitment of New Zealanders. An alternative suggestion, that New Zealand
should ask Britain for the transfer or secondment of experienced New Zealand
colonial servants, similarly did not find a sympathetic response.61
Between 1945 and 1950, however, the Samoan situation changed. A
programme of accelerated development was undertaken, with the emphasis on
political change and devolution. The need for expert staff increased, and
departments other than Native Affairs came into more regular contact with the
Samoan population. Much of the impetus for this development came from
Davidson, the academic incumbent of the rather anomalous position of
Trusteeship Officer, whose responsibility was to be a source of advice to the
Prime Minister outside the public service. In 1950 Davidson argued that the
British had experienced personnel who could be of use in Samoa, and that since
Britain had for many years had the benefit of New Zealand public servants
working on secondment in British Pacific territories, some reciprocity ought to
be arranged. Davidson was particularly impressed, moreover, with the research
unit of the Colonial Office, a specialist service that New Zealand neither had
nor could aspire to, especially in the social sciences where Davidson saw the
need as being greatest.62 The suggestion was pursued over the next year and a
half with no result. There were difficulties over the transfer of employment
conditions, and, for unknown reasons, even New Zealanders who inquired about
transfer from the Colonial Service to Island Territories did not find employment.
Notwithstanding this. New Zealand External Affairs officials continued to broach
the subject with the British Colonial Office, following up Davidson's initial
approaches, but 'The answer was near "no" as a tentative "yes" could make
it.'63 The British colonial service was in fact acutely short of staff itself. There
was thus considerable irony in the New Zealand confidence in the suitability of
the British Colonial Office as an exemplar and source of assistance, a confidence
that had as little foundation as it had longevity.
The third post-war approach to the staffing problem concerned the provision
of anthropology in the University of New Zealand. The move came from outside
government circles and links the New Zealand experience back to the Australian
model pioneered in the early 1920s. When the Australian cadet scheme
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combining field training with academic education was first established, interest
had been expressed in N e w Zealand, and the Australian government had
expectations that New Zealand would avail itself of the Sydney University
courses. 64 The Institute of Pacific Relations' proposal of 1930, and the actual
cadet appointments shortly afterwards have their parentage in the Australian
precedent, while the Macmillan Brown bequest in the mid-1930s for the
establishment of a School of Pacific Ocean Studies at Canterbury University
College evinced a similar thought, although nothing came of it. Anthropology
continued to be the discipline associated with successful 'native administration',
and during the 1940s pressure grew for the establishment of a chair of
anthropology.
The needs of native administration were not the reason for advocating the
creation of a chair of anthropology in N e w Zealand, but they were soon
marshalled to support the argument. In retrospect, the establishment of a chair
at about this time appears inevitable, given the general academic growth that
followed World War II. Moreover, anthropology had been taught at Otago since
the end of World War I, and a number of New Zealanders had made names for
themselves internationally as anthropologists: Felix Keesing, Raymond Firth
and Reo Fortune had all built distinguished careers abroad; Ernest Beaglehole
stayed in New Zealand but had to develop his anthropological interests in the
Department of Philosophy and Psychology at Victoria University College. Thus,
there should be little surprise that, in 1943, the University of New Zealand
approved in principle the establishment of a chair of anthropology at Auckland
University College and a chair of social studies at Wellington University College.
Action was delayed until after the war when it was prompted by a call from
outside the university for a lectureship in Maori and a chair of Polynesian
ethnology. 65 The decision to establish the chair was taken early in 1948, one of
the considerations (among ten referred to the consideration of a committee)
being 'What part the school might play in the training of civil servants for the
island dependencies'. 66 The committee was satisfied by those it consulted 'of
the a d v a n t a g e s . . . in the understanding of the problems of Maori welfare, and
in providing training for those who are to participate in administrative work in
the Pacific'. One of the consultants was Keesing, who during the war had
established and was continuing to operate courses in anthropology for
administrators in America's Pacific island territories. Another was Firth, who
had assisted Radcliffe-Brown in the cadet-training programme at the University
of Sydney in the late 1920s.
Thus, what apparently had not been a prime motive for establishing the chair
soon became its rationale, with both degree courses and special courses on the
British and Sydney models being floated as ways of meeting the 'needs of
intending public servants in Native Administration'. The subsequent appointment
of Ralph Piddington to the chair reflected and reinforced this orientation, for
Piddington himself insisted on this as one of his objectives in taking the chair.
Piddington had studied at Sydney when Radcliffe-Brown was establishing the
department there explicitly to provide for 'intending public servants in Native
Administration', and had himself been involved briefly in the Australian Army
School of Civil Affairs, which evolved into the Australian School of Pacific
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Administration, a specialist training college for staff for Papua New Guinea
after World War II. However, it does not appear that either of the New Zealand
public service departments whose interest was assumed (Island Territories and
Native Affairs) was involved in any of the planning or decisions until after
Piddington's appointment, when applications were made to those departments
for funds. This was at about the time that Davidson advised against academic
training. In the event, the establishment of the chair at Auckland proved to be
quite irrelevant to the staffing of Island Territories administration.
By this time. New Zealand had settled on a timetable for Western Samoa's
transition to independence, to be achieved in less than a decade. Embarking on
costly and possibly experimental training schemes could hardly have seemed
prudent or productive, and although New Zealand's responsibility continued
for the Cook Islands, Niue and Tokelau, the diseconomies of scale swung even
further against specialist training. At all events, no further schemes were floated.
'Native Administration' ceased to be a special branch of government.
It is by no means clear, even with the benefit of hindsight, that New Zealand's
island territories needed people with special qualifications for native
administration, nor is there any reason to suppose with the anthropologists of
the time that the special difficulties experienced by New Zealand in Samoa can
be traced to the absence of training or ignorance of contemporary anthropological
theory. McKay, a progressive and capable official, thought not, after 25 years
of service, and the scholar-expert on colonial government, Davidson, was of
the same opinion. Nor is it likely that the functionalist-dominated anthropological
theory of the inter-war decades was capable of delivering better administration.
Throughout the period of New Zealand's government of Western Samoa, the
matter of scale had overshadowed the question. Whereas in Australia and Britain
the principle of professionalization had to be confronted, and the relative merits
of education and temperament weighed, there was no corresponding imperative
and therefore no corresponding discussion in New Zealand. However, if
professionalization was impractical, so was it also largely unnecessary and for
the same reason. The smallness and intimacy of the administration ensured that
on-the-job acculturation was adequate; for the same reason, any training would
probably have been overwhelmed by the actualities of the same acculturation.
I.C. C A M P B E L L
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